
Joboffer dated from 03/07/2023

Senior Game Designer (m/f/d) - #5560

Field: Game Designer / Level

Designer

Type of employment: Full-time

Entry date: immediately

Zip Code / Place: 20097 Hamburg-Mitte -

Hamburg Hammerbrook

Country: Germany

Company data

Company: Bigpoint GmbH

Street adress: Sachsenstraße 20

Zip Code / Place: 20097 Hamburg

Contact Person

Name: Nizar Nasrullah

Position: Recruiter

Street adress: Sachsenstraße 20

Zip Code / Place: 20097 Hamburg

Job description

Your Job:   

As a Senior Game Designer, you will use your creativity and talent to build awesome player

experiences. You will be responsible for designing and implementing innovative game design

mechanics for our exciting games or get the chance to work on a brand-new IP. Support our

proficient team with your knowledge and experience in building something big. Develop

outstanding new game features for free-to-play games; played by thousands of users across

the world. 

 

Responsibilities :
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Work with management to set and fine-tune the vision for the game 

Come up with suitable game mechanics that fall in line with the game’s vision 

Use a strong quantitative background to balance multiple variables in a new feature

design 

Model complex game systems in the context of existing constraints or completely free

Create and maintain design documentation 

Iterate designs to create a great gameplay experience 

Communicate with the game team to make them understand the design and the overall

vision 

 Proactively find problems within the gameplay and come up with solutions 

Mentor and train less experienced designers to help them level up.

Requirements :

5+ years professional experience in Game Design and success designing systems for

mobile or PC-based online games with engaged player communities. 

Shipped more than three successful f2p games 

Can clearly articulate your ability to design systems for online multi-player games 

Proven experience in the balancing of a successful game on browser or mobile 

Comfortable with Adobe products and current game engines is a plus 

The first experience in scripting or programming is a plus 

A creative mindset, exceptional logical and analytical capabilities, able to think from a

player’s point of view, and stay organized under pressure 

Proficiency in Excel, capacity to understand mathematical modeling in game design 

Passion for f2p Games and their mechanics 

Experienced in prototyping and creating new games

Experience with Game Design tools and KPI driven design 

Capable of mentor and train less experienced designers 

A fundamental understanding of how a good User Experience is designed 

Capable of designing basic interface flow and architecture 

Fluent in written and spoken English (German would be a plus)

Programming skills would be a plus. 

Benefits: 

Why you will love working at BIGPOINT... 

Entertain millions of players with high-quality games, disrupt the markets with new

multiplayer ideas in multiple different genres and tech projects 

Matrix structure that offers the possibility to work on multiple projects with a lean

hierarchy for fast decision-making 

Work-Life Benefits fully remote from around Germany, flexible working hours, 26 days

of vacation plus 4 days of company vacation

Visa & Relocation Support

Wellbeing Benefits attractive rates for a gym membership in cooperation with

QUALITRAIN 

Mental Health Benefits anonymous employee counselling at Fürstenberg Institute 

Activity Package regular team events, hackathons, and company events 
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Education Package yearly education budget for every employee. 
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